
Name ________________________________________ per____ 
Black Hole Formation  - Due Friday 4/19 
There are a lot about black holes we don’t understand. We do know that they contain huge amounts of mass 
with incredible density. This makes them very small sources of  intense gravity that affect the objects around 
them in different ways. In this lab we are modeling the collapse of a star into a black hole.  
 
Essential Question: How is gravity affected by the formation of a black hole? 
 
Materials : balloon, foil to cover the balloon, string, rulers, calculator, electronic scale  

Lab procedure 
1. Blow up the balloon almost completely and tie off the end. 

2. Cover the inflated balloon with the sheets of aluminum foil to make your Star. Use just 

enough foil to cover the balloon. 

3. DO NOT POP YOUR BALLOON! 

4. Measure the circumference of the Star using the string and ruler. Take a 

few average measurements since the balloon isn’t a complete sphere. 

5. Record this data under STAR circumference. 

6. Place the your STAR on the scale and record the mass in grams.  

7. Think about where the center of gravity is for your star. 

8. Now, your star is going to die in a SUPERNOVA! 

9. Pop your balloon and gently squeeze the aluminum foil into a smaller sphere about half 

the original size. Keep all pieces of the balloon inside the foil. 

10.DO NOT COMPRESS IT AS TIGHTLY AS POSSIBLE (yet). 

11. Repeat steps 5-8 and record your data under SUPERNOVA. 

12.Squeeze the tinfoil (collapsed Star) and make it as small as possible 

13.Repeat steps 5-8 and record your data under BLACK HOLE. 

14.Complete the radius, volume, and density calculations for all three phases.  

a.  (round to the nearest 0.001)adius   .01R =  6.3 
circumference × 0  

b. Find the volume                     

c. ensity  D =  mass
volume  

Phase of collapse  Mass (g)  Circumference (cm  Radius (m)  Volume (m3)  Density (g/m3) 

Star  10.0g 57.0 cm .090 m .00304 m3 3,289.47 g/m3 
 

Supernova  9.9 g 32.0 cm .050 m .00052 m3 19,038.46 g/m3 
 

Black Hole  9.9 g 13.2 cm .021 m 0.000039 m3 253,846 g/m3 



  

Analysis Questions 
1. How does each property of the ‘star’ change as it collapses and becomes a black hole? 

a. Volume: 

As the star collapses, the volume gets __________________________. As 

a star it had a volume of ______________. Once it collapsed to become a 

black hole, it had a volume of __________________. 
b. Mass: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c. Density: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. Gravity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. HIGHLY PROFICIENT (please add paper): This lab models how black holes form from very large 
collapsing stars. If our sun was able to become a black hole, what would happen to: 

a. the amount of gravity that affects the Earth and the other planets? Explain 
 

b. the amount of gravity at the surface of the sun/black hole? Explain 
c. Draw a diagram for either (a) or (b). 

 
Gravity is an attractive force that is dependent on mass and distance 

4 Highly Proficient  3 Proficient  2 Close to Proficient  1 Developing 

❏ I can correctly apply 
my knowledge of 
gravity and black 
holes to the problem. 

❏ Detail is shown in 
answers 

❏ The lab is complete and mostly correct. 
❏ The changes in property are mostly correct. 
❏ Evidence from the lab is used. 
❏ HP is attempted but is incorrect or lacks 

explanation. 

❏ The changes in property are 
misunderstood. 

❏ Data is incorrect. 
❏ Answers need more detail. 
❏ Some information is incorrect. 
❏ My work is incomplete. 

 
❏ Not 

attempted or 
mostly 
incomplete. 

. 


